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GUSTAV MAHLER 1860-1911

Symphony No. 5 in C major – Adagietto

Of the 10 symphonies Mahler composed between 1884 and 1910, 
it is the darkly melting Adagietto from the Fifth Symphony that has
most conspicuously crossed over from the concert hall into a wilder
cultural sphere.

Composed between the summers of 1901 and 1902, during which Mahler
married Alma Schindler, herself a promising composer, the Fifth moves
from funereal darkness to the transcendent release of its glorious Adagietto
to become a love letter in musical form that seems to unfold in one
long, infatuated, hypnotic breath. 

Made famous by its use during Senator Robert Kennedy’s funeral service
in 1968 (when it was conducted by Leonard Bernstein) and memorably
featured in Luchino Visconti’s 1971 film version of Thomas Mann’s novella,
Death in Venice, the Adagietto is one of the most sublime passages in
all music.

Tellingly, it recalls two of Mahler’s own songs that are wholly characteristic
of his Wunderhorn years: ‘Nun seh’ ich wohl’ (‘Now I see clearly’) from
Kindertotenlieder and ‘Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen’ (‘I am lost
to the world’) from the Rückert-Lieder. In the dichotomy of those two
titles can be found the motive and meaning of the Fifth Symphony. 

The calm after the storm, the dawn after the long dark night of the soul,
the Adagietto seems simultaneously meditative and confessional. Intensely
poetic and deeply personal, it is a love song cast as an extended and
elevated serenade in now swooning, now ecstatic strings against the
strumming of a hesitant harp. 

Programme note Michael Quinn © RTÉ



ERICH KORNGOLD 1897-1957 

Sechs Einfache Lieder (Six Simple Songs) Op. 9 
Orchestrated by Ingo Ingensand (2017)

Schneeglöckchen (Snowdrops)

Nachtwanderer (The Night Traveller)

Das Städchen (Serenade)

Liebesbriefchen (Love letters)

Das Heldengrab am Pruth (The Hero’s Tomb on the Pruth)

Sommer (Summer)

Erich Korngold was a precocious Austrian youngster who developed 
into a precocious older American, renowned as a composer of film music
for Hollywood (where he emigrated in 1934), but with a sensitive and
distinguished list of works for the stage and the orchestra, including a
concerto for the left hand for Paul Wittgenstein and his magnificent opera
Die Tote Stadt which the RTÉ National Symphony Orchestra performed
in 2019. His later work for the screen (including Captain Blood, The
Adventures of Robin Hood, The Sea Hawk and The Private Lives of
Elizabeth and Essex, all starring Errol Flynn) were qualitatively different
from his European output, to which he returned in later life. He died
convinced that, as far as concert music was concerned, he was a forgotten
composer – a fate that almost came true until his “rediscovery” in the 1990s.
These six “Simple Songs” date from 1916, when Korngold was only
nineteen years old and already had several chamber works to his credit.
But it is possible that they date even earlier, from 1913. They are anything
but “simple”, because Korngold was exploring the gamut of deep emotions,
but he perhaps called them “simple” to reflect the clarity of expression
that he achieves.

Korngold wrote the songs for voice and piano. In 2017 Ingo Ingsensand
orchestrated them for chamber orchestra. Ingensand (born 1951) has
enjoyed a parallel career as composer and conductor. He has worked in
his native Germany in opera (Heidelberg, Cologne, Berlin, Linz) and was
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artistic director of the Bruckner Orchestra in Linz 2000-2002, having a
particular affinity with the work of Bruckner. He received the Austrian
State Prize for Composition in the same year that he made this
orchestration.

Korngold apparently composed twelve songs [Lieder] from texts by
Joseph von Eichendorff (1788-1857) to mark his father's birthday, and
three of these were incorporated in the “Simple Songs”. Eichendorff was
one of the most prominent German Romantic poets who influenced
writers like Thomas Mann, and especially composers: his poems were
set by many composers, including Schumann, Mendelssohn and Brahms,
who responded to the intensity of his emotional and psychological
expression.

Korngold reflects the struggle between light and darkness, peace and
strife, beauty and ugliness, misery and joy, in the way he juxtaposes
phrases of heightened drama with subdued and tranquil melodies 
and a pervasive sense of movement, like sunlight on water.

The first three songs in this group are from the texts by Eichendorff:
Schneeglöckchen (Snowdrops), Nachtwanderer (The Night Traveller) 
and Das Städchen (Serenade). Schneeglöckchen speaks of a “faint 
song in the garden” and leads through the first three verses to the finale,
which depicts the coming of a wonderful Spring. Korngold marks the
piano score “Ruhig fliessend” – quietly flowing, and gentle. But beneath
this seemingly idyllic vision, the poem suggests Eichendorff's sense of
inevitable death, which was one of the hallmarks of Romantic literature. 

In Nachtwanderer a man is riding through the dark night which is his
enemy; his mission is to ensure sleep for an endangered child so that 
it may awake into daylight. Day fights with night. It ends with the death
of the rider.
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In Das Städchen a student is standing in the street serenading his 
love. It is a hopeful poem, especially in the first two verses, but in the
third a shadow of old age seems to dispel the vigour of youth until it 
is banished in the fourth with the return of hope and joy.

The fourth poem, Liebesbriefchen, is by Elisabeth Honold, about whom
almost nothing is known. The poet is addressing a far-away loved-one:
“I always see the precious light in your face... You alone bring light into
my world”. The last line – “Think of me!” - suggests that the poet is
unsure whether her affection is returned. Korngold marks the piano
score “molto espressivo” to convey the sense of a gentle passion. 
This is perhaps the “simplest” of these songs.

By contrast, the fifth song, Das Heldengrab am Pruth, is the most morbid:
the poet, Heinrich Kipper (1875-1959) was an Austrian teacher who in
later life embraced Nazism. This poem describes the peaceful place on
the river Pruth where the hero has gone to die and is entombed. Korngold
succeeds in endowing this song with a dream-like quality. Given that he
left Europe to escape Nazism which extolled heroic death, this song,
pre-dating his departure by twenty years, is ironic.

Sommer concludes the set of songs with a text by Siegfried Trebitsch,
who would in a couple of years provide Korngold with the libretto for 
his opera Die Tote Stadt. “Under flowers and tree blossoms I hear a 
far-away birdsong. Summer is heavy with a last sweetness. I feel my
time is running out...” Korngold evokes both the stillness and the sense
of an ending with feathery high notes and a vocal line of sweet peaceful
melody. But it is interrupted with the line “Schreie Gellen” (cries ring out)
which Korngold interprets with discords before restoring the sense of
tranquillity and fulfilment.

Programme note Richard Pine © RTÉ



FELIX MENDELSSOHN 1809-1847

Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 11

i. Allegro di molto
ii Andante
iii Menuetto: allegro molto
iv Allegro con fuoco

Felix Mendelssohn was an infant prodigy. Not only was this, his “first”
symphony, written when he was only fifteen years old, but it had been
preceded by approximately twelve “symphonies”, mostly for strings
alone, which are still highly regarded due to their technical accomplishment,
but not enough to be counted as his mature work. Not only that, but
Mendelssohn already had approximately 100 works of all different kinds
– including opera – in his portfolio. This one, in the opinion of Mendelssohn’s
teacher, represented his “coming-of-age” as a fully fledged composer,
as it is his first to feature the full range of the orchestra. 

Mendelssohn (whose career had only another twenty-three years to run)
had been studying the works of Bach (for counterpoint), Handel, Haydn,
Mozart and the still-living Beethoven. He and his sister Fanny were
described by their teacher as studying and learning from the masters 
“like diligent bees gathering honey”. The finale of this symphony is
particularly reminiscent of Mozart’s Symphony No. 40, with whose music
Mendelssohn’s has often been compared. Although only fifteen, he was
marked as a composer whose mastery of the classical style allowed him
to open the door on Romanticism. His most renowned overture, 
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream”, was only two years away.

The fiery opening shows Mendelssohn to have his own ideas about 
both style and instrumentation, dispensing with any genteel opening
and getting straight into the high spirits which are the hallmark of this
youthful piece. The andante (second) movement is particularly graceful,
a virtue it may owe to the example of Haydn. The third movement, a
minuet, is hardly the stately dance its title would suggest; the interplay
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between clarinets and bassoons is characteristic, while the use of the
timpani echoes Beethoven’s fifth symphony. The example of Bach’s
counterpoint is evident in the finale, but its chief interest is in the way
Mendelssohn returns to the fiery nature (“con fuoco”) of the opening
movement. The work overall displays the imagination and inventiveness
that was the hallmark of his subsequent work.

When it was first performed in London in 1829, a critic reckoned that it
signalled the arrival of the twenty-years-old Mendelssohn “among the
first composers of the age”, admiring his “fertility of invention and
novelty of effect”. 

Mendelssohn completed the work on 31 March 1824 and it had its 
first performance on 14 November at a private party in honour of the
nineteenth birthday of his sister Fanny (who would herself become a
distinguished composer). In 1827 it received its public première by the
Leipzig Gewandhaus (of which Mendelssohn would later become the
conductor), and in 1829 it was played in London by the Phiharmonic
Society, conducted by the composer and, as we have seen, was so
warmly greeted that it led to continuing popular successes there.

Programme note Richard Pine © RTÉ
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